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**Engaging Pride and Prejudice 'what-if' story with a hint of
intrigue and a touch of romance ... A young bride he recently
married to prevent a scandal. A mysterious, wayward aunt he
never really knew. A woefully misguided sister he removed from
harm's way. Undermining Darcy's relationships with the three
women in his life is a most disturbing bombshell about his
nemesis, George Wickham. **Scandal, Secrets, Deceptions ... What
if George Wickham was not the son of old Mr. Darcy's steward?
What if he is of Darcy lineage? Would he then be a better man?
**Catch up with familiar characters while immersing yourself in
the goings-on with the new ... MATTER OF TRUST: THE SHADES OF
PEMBERLEY ~ A Regency historical fiction adaptation of Jane
Austen's timeless classic Pride and Prejudice. Other Books by
Author P O Dixon: By Reason, by Reflection, by Everything
Impertinent Strangers Bewitched, Body and Soul: Miss Elizabeth
Bennet To Have His Cake (and Eat it Too) A Lasting Love Affair:
Darcy and Elizabeth Still a Young Man: Darcy is in Love He
Taught Me to Hope: Darcy and the Young Knight's Quest KEYWORDS:
historical Regency romance, historical romance books, Pride and
Prejudice variation, Mr Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet fan fiction,
Jane Austen fan fiction, Jane Austen fanfiction, Jane Austen,
18th century historical romance, Jane Austen inspired books,
England Regency historical fiction Britain, Longbourn,
Netherfield, Meryton, Pride and Prejudice sequel, Darcy and
Elizabeth, Mr Darcy, Elizabeth Bennet, Jane Austen Fan Fiction,
Jane Austen Fanfiction, Jane Austen variation, Austenesque
Mr. Darcy speaks from his heart: Pride and Prejudice from
Darcy's point of view Though tired of Society's manipulations,
Darcy never thought to be enchanted by a country maiden.
However, on a visit to rural Hertfordshire, Elizabeth Bennet
captivates him. Lovely and vivacious, she is everything he is
not, and everything he longs to have. Unfortunately, her
connections put her decidedly beneath him, and the improprieties
he observes in her family do not win his favor. Putting her
firmly out of his mind, Darcy returns to London, but Elizabeth
is not so easily forgotten. When chance throws them together,
Darcy can no longer deny his love, but Elizabeth, put off by his
manners, refuses him. To change her mind, he must set aside his
proud ways and learn how to please a woman worthy of being
pleased. It takes a serious incident for his true character to
shine, and for Elizabeth to learn just how valuable is... His
Good Opinion
A salacious secret at Pemberley. Will Mr. Darcy's carefully
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hidden delights be exposed? When Elizabeth Bennet, the woman
Darcy yearns for but cannot marry, arrives unexpectedly at
Pemberley, he struggles not to succumb to tormented desire. But
when she discovers his secret dungeon, his gloves come off, and
the pleasure begins.
Book 3 of a Four-Part Series When Elizabeth Bennet arrives at
Hunsford Parsonage to visit her newlywed friend, she is
horrified to find Charlotte accused of poisoning her husband’s
patroness, Lady Catherine de Bourgh. Determined to prove her
friend’s innocence, Elizabeth begins her own investigation and
soon discovers that Lady Catherine has many enemies. Would one
of them stoop to murder? When her search for answers is
challenged by the handsome, austere Mr Darcy, Elizabeth braces
herself for a battle of wills, but he surprises her with a
proposal of a very different kind… A romantic Regency mystery
inspired by Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice! This is the third
book in the Dark Darcy Mysteries - a Pride and Prejudice
variation combining suspense and romance. * Each book in this
series features a standalone mystery which is resolved, but the
overall story of Darcy and Elizabeth's courtship is told over
the 4 books of the series. - The Netherfield Affair (Book 1) Intrigue at the Ball (Book 2) - The Poisoned Proposal (Book 3) Secrets at Pemberley (Book 4) KEYWORDS: Pride and Prejudice
variation, Jane Austen fan fiction, Mr Darcy and Elizabeth
Bennet fan fiction, 18th century 19th century historical
mystery, romantic Regency mystery, Regency romance, Gothic
romance, Pemberley Mr Darcy, Pride and Prejudice sequel, Jane
Austen variation, Jane Austen mystery, Jane Austen inspired
books, British detective amateur, historical cosy cozy mystery,
England Regency historical fiction Britain, Elizabeth Bennet
Fitzwilliam Darcy, clean romance, sweet romance
Mr. Darcy's Pursuit of Elizabeth Bennet
Secrets at Pemberley: a Pride and Prejudice Variation
Enhanced Edition
Mr. Darcy's Dungeon
Discovering Pemberley
a Regency romance for Jane Austen fans
TIMELESS ROMANCE FOR THE BUSY READER TRIGGER WARNING: Chapter One has a FAILED
sexual assault with no description of the attack itself. However, the emotional impacts are felt throughout the
story. Can love grow from adversity? An attempted assault leaves Miss Elizabeth Bennet seeking tender
comfort from the man she had, at one time, abhorred. Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy's gentle compassion fosters a
budding affection as the couple grows to acknowledge each other's weaknesses and failings while recognizing
their own. From Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, we know Mr. Darcy as a man willing to make
phenomenal changes for the woman he loves. Once proud and arrogant, he transforms into the gentleman
women have admired for centuries. Through Elizabeth's eyes, we come to know him and see beyond the
surface to the inner man-a man willing to give all he has for the woman he admires. As our heroine struggles
with the aftermath of that life-changing event, we discover a strength of character we can admire and emulate.
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Not even the vile Mr. Wickham can keep Elizabeth Bennet from her happily-ever-after with the man of her
dreams-Mr. Darcy. For Pemberley can be read in just over an hour.
All Miss Elizabeth has left is her pride...After Mr. Bennet's death, Elizabeth Bennet is cast out of Longbourn.
Escaping a one way trip to a brothel, Elizabeth finds work at an inn and is stumbled upon by Mr. Darcy. She
angrily leaves for London on his charity but gossip has a way of finding a sympathetic ear, and Elizabeth will
find that outrunning disaster isn't as simple as outwitting a suitor...At last, Elizabeth is his ... until his
domineering aunt causes trouble. Mr. Darcy can finally claim the rights of the marriage bed, uninterrupted.
That is, until someone in the servants' quarters at Pemberley decides to make Elizabeth as miserable as
possible.On the verge of happiness everlasting, a worried Mr. Darcy questions the local physician about a
marital relations issue... and when odd happenings targeting Elizabeth continue at Pemberley, Mr. Darcy
must decide between his past or his future... or lose Elizabeth forever.This sensual Pride and Prejudice
variation is 96,000 words and features enemies to lovers, a ball, a wedding, a sewing circle, Mr. Darcy,
Elizabeth Bennet, Mrs. Reynolds, the Gardiners, Caroline Bingley, Mr. Bingley and Jane Bennet, Mrs. Philips,
Mary Bennet, Kitty Bennet, Lady Catherine de Bourgh, Col. Fitzwilliam, Mrs. Bennet, Netherfield, Meryton,
London, Pemberley and the Lambton Women's Circle for the Less Fortunate.
What if Darcy and Elizabeth were plunged into the war between England and France? It is 1803, and a treaty
has allowed England and France to enjoy a brief moment of peace in the midst of the Napoleonic wars.
Darcy is despondent over Elizabeth's refusal of his proposal at Hunsford, so Colonel Fitzwilliam proposes a
trip to Paris as a distraction. At a ball Darcy unexpectedly encounters Elizabeth, who is visiting Paris with the
Gardiners. He sees this as his opportunity to court Elizabeth properly and rectify past mistakes. Before he can
make much progress, however, England declares war again and Darcy must help Elizabeth flee France. As
they make their way to the coast, Elizabeth and Darcy must battle brigands, French soldiers, illness, and their
own mutual attraction - all without a chaperone. When they return to England, Elizabeth and Darcy have
their own secrets to conceal - even from those closest to them.
Book 1 of a Four-Part Series When Elizabeth Bennet goes to stay at Netherfield Park to keep her sick sister
company, she is surprised by eerie noises in the night and ghostly faces at the attic windows. Could the
rumours about the country manor being haunted be true? Then a midnight encounter with a tall, dark
stranger thrusts Elizabeth straight into the path of scandal and danger. As she races to unravel the mystery,
she finds unexpected assistance from the handsome but arrogant Mr Darcy. Is such a proud, reserved man to
be trusted? A romantic Regency mystery inspired by Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice! This is the first book in
the Dark Darcy series - a Pride and Prejudice variation combining mystery and romance. * Each book in this
series features a standalone mystery which is resolved, but the overall story of Darcy and Elizabeth's courtship
is told over the 4 books of the series. The Netherfield Affair (Book 1) Intrigue at the Ball (Book 2) The
Poisoned Proposal (Book 3) Secrets at Pemberley (Book 4) - coming Jun 2015! KEYWORDS: Pride and
Prejudice variation, Jane Austen fan fiction, Mr Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet fan fiction, 18th century 19th
century historical mystery, romantic Regency mystery, Regency romance, Gothic romance, Pemberley Mr
Darcy, Pride and Prejudice sequel, Jane Austen variation, Jane Austen mystery, Jane Austen inspired books,
British detective amateur, historical cosy cozy mystery, England Regency historical fiction Britain, Elizabeth
Bennet Fitzwilliam Darcy, clean romance, sweet romance
The Mistress of Pemberley
The Acclaimed Pride and Prejudice Sequel Series The Pemberley Chronicles
Darcy Revealed: A Pride and Prejudice Variation
Pemberley in Peril
The Secrets of Netherfield Abbey
Named Best Historical Mystery of 2006 by Romantic Times BOOKreviews!
After the intrigues and excitements of their time in the city, the
Darcys are more than prepared for a bit of peace and quiet at
Pemberley. This is time that they can spend together as Elizabeth
settles into her pregnancy. However, such serene solitude is not
meant to be. First a letter from Lady Anne Fitzwilliam Darcy, long
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deceased, is discovered. The contents are both mysterious and
prescient for Mrs. Darcy. Then a summons to Northanger Abbey involves
the young couple in intrigues that threaten not just the Darcy legacy
and good name, but Mr. Darcy's freedom as well. ...and to make matter
even worse and more uncomfortable for the expectant mother, Darcy's
overbearing aunt, Lady Catherine de Bourgh, arrives on the scene to
further bedevil Elizabeth. Add to this rumors of treasure and past
scandals, and it becomes obvious that peacefulness is not at home in
Pemberley, but secrets and spirits of the past are, and their
revelations can have a most a chilling effect on both the Darcys and
their family to come. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
he sisters have accepted their fate as the Bewitched Ones, but will
the magical community? Jane, Elizabeth, and Kate know the strength of
their love as sisters. As Jane recovers from a mysterious illness,
she learns of a secret second prophecy. Their powers may become even
stronger when matched with the right marriage partner. Choosing the
wrong mate, however, would be detrimental. Jane, at least, seems
saved from such a fate as she fell in love with Charles Bingley upon
first sight. Netherfield Abbey, and the people in it, have secrets,
though, and the sisters must unravel them to prove they are the
Bewitched Ones. Mystery, fantasy, and romance brew a page-turning
read in The Secrets of Netherfield Abbey leaving readers spell-bound
and desperate for more. The Witches of Austen Series is a novella
series re-imagining all of your favorite Austen heroes and heroines.
Books one through four mash-up Pride and Prejudice and Northanger
Abbey. Please note, to fully enjoy this series you should read in
order. Book One: Sisters Bewitched Book Two: The Secrets of
Netherfield Abbey Book Three: The Magic of Pemberley Park Coming
Autumn 2016 Book Four: The Scandal at Brighton Cottage
Eat a crumpet. Check. Say “bloody hell” in an English pub. Check.
Solve three murders and fall in love? Definitely not on the list. But
when England dishes up murder, even an American girl knows it’s time
to channel her inner Agatha Christie. American Eliza Darcy travels to
Merry Old England to partake in a Darcy/Bennet family reunion for one
reason: to solve the estrangement between her father and uncle. Not
long after Eliza’s arrival and exploration of the vast estate of her
ancestors, a dead body surfaces. Murder and mayhem replace afternoon
teas and flirting with her British heartthrob. Eliza has every
intention of keeping her snoot out of official Scotland Yard
business, but when clues to the murder begin to merge with her
investigation into her family’s rift, her inner wannabe sleuth selfactivates. With the help of her batty great-aunt and the sexy Heath
Tilney, Eliza hurries to untangle the web of lies and secrets. As
corpses start to pile up faster than the clues, Eliza fears the
estate’s family graveyard will swallow another body: hers.
He never meant for it to go so far. Now she's having his
baby.Fitzwilliam Darcy always followed the path before him as a
member of the bon ton. Falling in love with a woman from a country
town with one foot in trade was never part of the plan. When his
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marriage proposal is rejected, his carefully contained emotions burst
through his calm façade. She doubted he was passionately in love, and
he never backed down from a challenge.Elizabeth Bennet has despised
Darcy since before they were properly introduced. Despite believing
the feeling was mutual, the greatest insult in his wretched proposal
was his claims of ardent love. She would not be mocked again and
could not deny her attraction. Before she knew it, she had fallen
from grace.Both immediately regret their lapse in judgment, but as
marriage is distasteful to Elizabeth, there is only one thing to do.
She parts ways with Mr. Darcy, intending to live as if it never
happened. When an unexpected consequence to their union arises, will
Elizabeth stand fast to her resolve to never marry Darcy? Will he
even be willing to offer for her again?Mr. Darcy's Secret Baby is a
sweet romance of error and redemption. If you love stories full of
misunderstandings, yearning, and self-discovery mixed with swoonworthy kisses, buy or download today!
Mr. Darcy and the Secret of Becoming a Gentleman
The Continuing Story of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
The Darcys of Pemberley
Pride and Prejudice and Witches
Death Comes to Pemberley
Nameless
A brilliant, illuminating reassessment of the life and work of Jane Austen that
makes clear how Austen has been misread for the past two centuries and that
shows us how she intended her books to be read, revealing, as well, how
subversive and daring--how truly radical--a writer she was. In this fascinating,
revelatory work, Helena Kelly--dazzling Jane Austen authority--looks past the
grand houses, the pretty young women, past the demure drawing room dramas
and witty commentary on the narrow social worlds of her time that became the
hallmark of Austen's work to bring to light the serious, ambitious, deeply
subversive nature of this beloved writer. Kelly illuminates the radical
subjects--slavery, poverty, feminism, the Church, evolution, among
them--considered treasonous at the time, that Austen deftly explored in the six
novels that have come to embody an age. The author reveals just how in the
novels we find the real Jane Austen: a clever, clear-sighted woman "of
information," fully aware of what was going on in the world and sure about what
she thought of it. We see a writer who understood that the novel--until then seen
as mindless "trash"--could be a great art form and who, perhaps more than any
other writer up to that time, imbued it with its particular greatness.
Book 4 of a Four-Part Series While on a tour of England’s northern counties with
her aunt and uncle, Elizabeth Bennet is delighted to find herself visiting the
beautiful estate of Pemberley and renewing her acquaintance with its master, the
handsome Mr Darcy. However, when she becomes a guest of the grand house,
Elizabeth soon realises that sinister tensions lurk beneath the surface. Why is
Darcy’s sister, Georgiana, acting so strangely and is her new pianoforte really
haunted? What secrets are the residents of Pemberley hiding? And could there be
second chance for her to find happiness with the one gentleman who has
captured her heart? A romantic Regency mystery inspired by Jane Austen's Pride
& Prejudice! This is the third book in the Dark Darcy Mysteries - a Pride and
Prejudice variation combining suspense and romance. * Each book in this series
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features a standalone mystery which is resolved, but the overall story of Darcy
and Elizabeth's courtship is told over the 4 books of the series. - The Netherfield
Affair (Book 1) - Intrigue at the Ball (Book 2) - The Poisoned Proposal (Book 3) Secrets at Pemberley (Book 4) KEYWORDS: Pride and Prejudice variation, Jane
Austen fan fiction, Mr Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet fan fiction, 18th century 19th
century historical mystery, romantic Regency mystery, Regency romance, Gothic
romance, Pemberley Mr Darcy, Pride and Prejudice sequel, Jane Austen variation,
Jane Austen mystery, Jane Austen inspired books, British detective amateur,
historical cosy cozy mystery, England Regency historical fiction Britain, Elizabeth
Bennet Fitzwilliam Darcy, clean romance, sweet romance
A tragic plane crash eight years earlier has left Catherine Elizabeth Darcy
orphaned and in the custody of her overly protective brother, Bennet. Since then,
her life at Pemberley Estate - the Darcy's ancestral home in Derbyshire, England has been sheltered and lacking adventure of any kind. When 16-year-old Catie
arrives home for her school holiday, she is expecting another long, boring
summer of daydreaming and whiling away warm afternoons reading the romance
novels her brother calls "rubbish." What she discovers, however, is a handsome
yet insufferable Irishman named Sean Kelly, her summer riding instructor.
Coupled with an intriguing and mysterious WWI-era diary, which she finds hidden
in the window seat of her bedroom, Catie Darcy's summer soon proves to be
anything but boring.
"This was not a man who would explode in a rage, or who would give way to
shame or temper...which meant my choices were simple: either he had killed her
in cold blood, or he had not killed her at all." ORPHANED AND ALONE IN THE
WORLD, Elizabeth Bennet has found reasonable contentment as a companion to
the Dowager Countess of Matlock, the affairs of 1811 and Fitzwilliam Darcy long
forgotten. But the past intrudes upon her again, and Mr Darcy returns to her,
handsome, wealthy, and widowed, and hiding many secrets beneath his solemn
exterior. BUT IF TIME HAD ALTERED THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES, one thing remains:
Mr Darcy still wishes to marry her, and this time, Elizabeth consents. At nearly
twenty-nine it is inarguably a good prospect for her and indeed, not until they
arrive at his vast estate does she realise how large a shadow his late wife will
cast over their growing love. But the new Mrs Darcy's courage will continue to
rise despite the many attempts to intimidate her; and she vows to use whatever
power she holds over the master of Pemberley to keep him. NAMELESS is a tale of
the triumph of good over evil, of passion over prejudice, of loyalty over lies...and
most of all, of enduring, unfailing love.
The Set Down
Secrets at Pemberley ~ A romantic Regency mystery for Jane Austen fans
For Pemberley
An Anthology of New Pride and Prejudice Stories
The Secrets of Pemberley
Mr. Darcy's Secret Baby

An unexpected mix-up leads Elizabeth Bennet to renewing her
acquaintance with the handsome Mr Darcy during her stay in
London. Amid a whirl of society balls, fashionable promenades in
Hyde Park and dangerous flirtations, Elizabeth find herself
unwittingly drawn to the haughty gentleman. But does Darcy
return her feelings or does his heart belong to another? DARCY
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REVEALED is a standalone Pride and Prejudice variation romance,
inspired by Jane Austen's novel. * OTHER BOOKS BY PENELOPE SWAN:
Darcy's Wager Darcy's Christmas Wish The Dark Darcy series (4
books) ~ The Netherfield Affair, Intrigue at the Ball, The
Poisoned Proposal, Secrets at Pemberley KEYWORDS: Pride and
Prejudice variation, Jane Austen fan fiction, Mr Darcy Elizabeth
Bennet fanfiction, 18th century 19th century Regency romance,
Pemberley Mr Darcy, Pride and Prejudice sequel, Jane Austen
variation Pride and Prejudice variation, Jane Austen inspired
books, British stories set in England, Regency fiction,
historical romance, Britain, historical romantic suspense, clean
and wholesome romance
Book 4 of a Four-Part Series While on a tour of England's
northern counties with her aunt and uncle, Elizabeth Bennet is
delighted to find herself visiting the beautiful estate of
Pemberley and renewing her acquaintance with its master, the
handsome Mr Darcy. However, when she becomes a guest of the
grand house, Elizabeth soon realises that sinister tensions lurk
beneath the surface. Why is Darcy's sister, Georgiana, acting so
strangely and is her new pianoforte really haunted? What secrets
are the residents of Pemberley hiding? And could there be second
chance for her to find happiness with the one gentleman who has
captured her heart? A romantic Regency mystery inspired by Jane
Austen's Pride & Prejudice! This is the fourth book in the Dark
Darcy Mysteries - a Pride and Prejudice variation combining
suspense and romance. * Each book in this series features a
standalone mystery which is resolved, but the overall story of
Darcy and Elizabeth's courtship is told over the 4 books of the
series. - The Netherfield Affair (Book 1)- Intrigue at the Ball
(Book 2)- The Poisoned Proposal (Book 3)- Secrets at Pemberley
(Book 4)
When Elizabeth Bennet refuses his hand, Darcy is devastated and
makes it his mission to change. By every civility in his power,
Darcy slowly tries to win her affections, but Elizabeth is not
easily swayed. Darcy vows to unlock the secrets that will make
her his. He curses himself for his social awkwardness and
appearance of pride, and sets out to right the wrongs he's done
her family. Elizabeth's family and friends misunderstand his
intentions, and being in Elizabeth's presence proves to be both
excruciating for the shy Darcy-and a dream come true. For the
first time in his life, he must please a woman worth having, and
the transformation leads him to a depth of understanding and
love that he never could have imagined.
"I wish I could meet you, Mr Darcy, and tell you to come home.
There seems to be a large gap in the world where you should be."
WHAT HAS HAPPENED to Fitzwilliam Darcy? IT HAS BEEN NEARLY A
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YEAR since the master of Pemberley disappeared, leaving behind
his distraught young sister and a family in turmoil. But clues
to his whereabouts are scarce and it soon seems there will be
nothing to do but see Georgiana married and have him declared
legally dead. ELIZABETH BENNET, ON HOLIDAY with her aunt and
uncle, visits Pemberley and soon finds herself drawn into the
mystery of the missing gentleman. But what secrets are hidden
within the gardens of Pemberley? And what is the strange
attraction she feels towards the statue of the man she has never
met? Powerful forces want to keep them apart, but true love will
overcome even the most fearsome evil.
Jane Austen, the Secret Radical
The Shades of Pemberley
Darcy's Christmas Wish: A Pride and Prejudice Variation (A sweet
Christmas Regency romance for Jane Austen fans)
Postscript from Pemberley
The Netherfield Affair ~ A romantic Regency mystery for Jane
Austen fans
Christmas at Pemberley
Seventh in the bestselling Jane Austen sequel series from
Australia
The newlywed Elizabeth Bennet knows little of the ways of
married life. She's seen only the bickering nonsense of her
parents, or the boring world of her dear friend, Charlotte, and
her husband, Mr. Collins. Yet, when Fitzwilliam takes her to his
bed, Elizabeth soon realizes her beloved Mr. Darcy is not
entirely the gentleman she believed. He knows how to please her,
taking her to new and unimagined heights. As her days descend
into constant lusting for her husband's touch, she soon
discovers new desires she'd never imagined, exploring every
tawdry whim with her willing and wild husband. From Lady
Carrington's decadent Springtime Ball, to the secret clubs of
London's Aristocracy, follow this sordid erotic tale of
Elizabeth's journey of discovery and passion, and see just why
they call her The Mistress of Pemberley.
After the death of his wife, the former Anne de Bourgh,
Fitzwilliam Darcy knows it is his duty to marry again and
provide a male heir for Pemberley. He knows exactly what sort of
woman he wants until he meets Elizabeth Bennet. With her clever
mind and fine eyes, Elizabeth challenges him and inspires strong
emotions that threaten to undo his careful plans.
The world is classic Jane Austen. The mystery is vintage P.D.
James. This enhanced ebook of Death Comes to Pemberley contains
video and audio that can be viewed and heard on a tablet device
such as the iPad. There is a video interview with P. D. James, a
longer audio interview, and an audio author reading. The year is
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1803, and Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet have been
married for six years. There are now two handsome and healthy
sons in the nursery, Elizabeth's beloved sister Jane and her
husband Bingley live nearby and the orderly world of Pemberley
seems unassailable. But all this is threatened when, on the eve
of the annual autumn ball, the guests are preparing to retire
for the night when a chaise appears, rocking down the path from
Pemberley's wild woodland. As it pulls up, Lydia Wickham Elizabeth Bennet's younger, unreliable sister - stumbles out
screaming that her husband has been murdered. Two great literary
minds - master of suspense P.D. James and literary icon Jane
Austen - come together in Death Comes to Pemberley, a
bestselling historical crime fiction tribute to Pride and
Prejudice. Conjuring the world of Elizabeth Bennet and Mark
Darcy and combining the trappings of Regency British society
with a classic murder mystery, James creates a delightful mashup that will intrigue any Janeite. From the bestselling author
of The Murder Room, Children of Men and A Certain Justice, comes
a wonderful mixture of the nation's greatest romance and bestloved crime fiction. In 2013, this novel was adapted as a
miniseries by the BBC, starring Matthew Rhys as Darcy, Anna
Maxwell Martin as Elizabeth Bennet and Jenna Coleman as Lydia
Wickham.
A Pride and Prejudice Vagary
A Mr. & Mrs. Darcy Mystery
A Mr. Darcy Novel
Pride and Prejudice and Secrets
His Good Opinion
Pemberley Shades
Fitzwilliam Darcy never forgot the little girl, with the beautiful dark eyes, who saved his life
fifteen years ago… though he never expected to meet her again. But when he comes to Rosings
Park to spend the Advent season with his aunt, he discovers that at Christmastime, miracles and wishes – can come true… DARCY'S CHRISTMAS WISH is a sweet, clean standalone
Pride and Prejudice variation romance, inspired by Jane Austen's novel. * ALSO BY THE
SAME AUTHOR: DARCY'S WAGER DARCY REVEALED The DARK DARCY series: The Netherfield Affair (Book 1) - Intrigue at the Ball (Book 2) - The Poisoned Proposal
(Book 3) - Secrets at Pemberley (Book 4) KEYWORDS: free, free book, free ebook, freebie,
Pride and Prejudice variation, Jane Austen fan fiction, Mr Darcy Elizabeth Bennet
fanfiction, 18th century 19th century Regency romance, Pemberley Mr Darcy, Pride and
Prejudice sequel, Jane Austen variation Pride and Prejudice variation, Jane Austen inspired
books, British stories set in England, Regency fiction, historical romance, Britain, historical
romantic suspense, clean and wholesome romance, sweet romance, holiday romance,
Christmas romance, holiday story
Newly married Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy expect an uneventful life of bliss at
Pemberley. Life, however, has other plans... Between unexpected visitors, scandalous secrets,
obnoxious in-laws, and Mr. Darcy's humorous teasing of Elizabeth about a certain farm
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animal, their honeymoon never has a dull moment. Then someone dies... Pride and Prejudice
and Secrets is a 58,000 word sequel to Pride and Prejudice and Poison. Print length is 364
pages.
Updated with professional copyediting!Newly married Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy expect
an uneventful life of bliss at Pemberley. Life, however, has other plans...Between unexpected
visitors, scandalous secrets, obnoxious in-laws, and Mr. Darcy's humorous teasing of
Elizabeth about a certain farm animal, their honeymoon never has a dull moment.Then
someone dies...Pride and Prejudice and Secrets is a 58,000 word novel. It can be read as a
stand alone. This novel is Book 2 in The Poison Series. Print length is 364 pages.
One dark secret can completely ruin a bright future... After capturing the heart of the most
eligible bachelor in England, Elizabeth Bennet believes her happiness is complete-until the
day she unearths a stash of anonymous, passionate love letters that may be Darcy's, and she
realizes just how little she knows about the guarded, mysterious man she married... Praise for
Jane Odiwe: "Odiwe's elegantly stylish writing is seasoned with just the right dash of tart
humor." -Booklist "Jane Odiwe writes with such eloquence and style that you can't be helped
for thinking that you are reading Jane Austen!" -A Bibliophile's Bookshelf "Odiwe's
research and passion for the Regency era shine." -Austenprose
A Pride and Prejudice Sensual Intimate Collection
Darcy's Secret Garden
(Dark Darcy Mysteries Book 4) ~ a Romantic Regency Mystery
A Pride and Prejudice Holiday Sequel
A Novel
An Erotic Pride and Prejudice Sequel
When Mrs. Elizabeth Darcy finds scandalous drawings hidden in Pemberley's
library, she is shocked... and intrigued. Mrs. Elizabeth Darcy is still adjusting to her
life as mistress of Pemberley when she discovers a stash of illicit artwork in the
library. Instead of frightened, Elizabeth feels compelled by the bound woman in the
images. Do they reflect her husband's secret desires? And if so, does Elizabeth
share them? Find out in Bound by Mr. Darcy, a steamy Pride and Prejudice
variation that adds a little spice to ODC's undying love. This short book offers a
tasty morsel meant to be savored over the course of an evening. Relax, pour a
glass of tea or wine, and enjoy.
It's Christmastime at Pemberley, and the Darcys and Bennets have gathered to
celebrate. With such a mix of eclectic characters under one roof, bitter feuds, old
jealousies, and intimate secrets come to the surface. A festive holiday novel,
"Christmas at Pemberley" delights readers with its festive setting, ironic humor,
and iconic romance.
His world has already irrevocably changed, what difference can one dance make?
Recently embroiled in a scandal in London, Fitzwilliam Darcy seeks respite from
the salacious whispers of the ton by visiting his friend in Meryton. He also expects
the assembly there to be as tedious as all the other balls he has attended.
Unfortunately, he is wrong on both accounts. A brief conversation at the assembly
makes him view his new neighbours, especially Miss Elizabeth Bennet, in a new
light. For how can he refuse to acknowledge that everyone has a deeper story
when he has one himself? Having had his eyes opened by the ton's willingness to
believe the worst about him, he recognizes Elizabeth's worth. Regrettably, he also
knows he has little hope that such a magnificent and sensible woman would
willingly attach herself to a family as tarnished as his. Will Darcy leave the area in
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silence, or will he use his change in standing to seize love? Can his pride withstand
rejection if Elizabeth is not willing to have her reputation questioned by being tied
to him? The Set Down is a heartwarming tale told entirely from Mr. Darcy's point of
view. If you enjoy honorable heroes and love stories with tender moments between
the couple as they overcome obstacles together, grab your copy today.
Elizabeth Bennet has come to Pemberley as an innocent. She is eager to explore
her new home, but there is something missing from her marriage, and she cannot
determine how best to solve such a problem. Her husband is often preoccupied
with his work and she spends many nights alone without his warmth and
conversation. Surely she can discover a way to change this unfortunate
circumstance? The secrets behind Pemberley's walls are hers to discover, if only
she can be bold and take what she wants. Three challenges have been set before
her that will test Elizabeth's will, but also her devotion to her darling husband.
When Mr. Darcy invites her to discover the delights he has in store for her, will she
be able to hold on to her courage, or will she submit to his darkness without
question? Discovering Pemberley is a collection of sensual and steamy Pride and
Prejudice variations that is best enjoyed by readers over the age of 18.
Pemberley's Secret
Pemberley by Moonlight
(A Pride and Prejudice Variation)
A Pride and Prejudice Steamy Variation
Murder Most Pemberley
The Poisoned Proposal ~ A romantic Regency mystery for Jane Austen fans

Mr. Darcy is determined Elizabeth will know the depth of his desire and admiration ...
When he unexpectedly discovers Elizabeth touring his estate he grabs this second chance
at romance, determined to show her... everything.... Elizabeth is nonplussed at Mr.
Darcy's changed behavior. Soon she appreciates how much he has changed along with
the depth of his admiration and desire.... Pemberley's Secret is a historical romance short
story and Pride and Prejudice steamy variation featuring passionate romance, Pride
Prejudice characters, seduction, intimate, second chance Regency romance, marrying
Mr. Darcy, Pride and Prejudice fan fiction short and steamy book.
No one owns the future. Fitzwilliam Darcy, handsome, wealthy, heir to the vast estate of
Pemberley, is unmarried after a six-year quest for the perfect wife. Elizabeth Bennet,
lovely, intelligent and independent, is unmarried after a three-year quest for a husband
who will appreciate her as an individual. When Darcy's father George is diagnosed with
a fatal illness, he fears that if something happens to his son before another heir is born
the Darcy line will end. Mr. Bennet, a highly successful London solicitor, fears his
daughter would be destroyed by the life of a spinster. The fathers arrange a marriage
between Fitzwilliam and Elizabeth, much to the consternation of the two young people.
As the two principals attempt to find common ground for a marriage of convenience,
Darcy's initial physical attraction to Elizabeth grows into admiration and love. Elizabeth,
however, must grow past her anger and resentment to understand her own heart. But
then, as the courtship progresses, a mysterious letter from a dead man brings the
reappearance of Darcy's reclusive great-aunt, Lady Agatha Quintain, whose motives may
not be as benign as they seem. And a series of robberies perpetrated by Darcy's old
nemesis Wickham agitates high society and ends in the attempted murder of a family
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member, drawing Darcy into the pursuit. Joined by Colonel Fitzwilliam and a stranger
with a personal vendetta against Wickham, they discover their quarry's long-standing
grudge against his mentor puts George Darcy in immediate deadly danger. Now as
Darcy and Elizabeth begin their lives together, Wickham's plan for revenge takes a
murderous turn, while Lady Agatha follows her own plans to right an ancient wrong,
whatever the cost to the Darcys. Thus is set in motion a series of devastating events that
will force Darcy and Elizabeth to face a terrible secret from the past, with the power to
threaten not only their marriage, but everyone and everything they love. And to ultimately
put Pemberley itself in peril.
A sequel faithful to Jane Austen's beloved masterpiece, Pride and Prejudice. Elizabeth
and Mr. Darcy have been married for almost a year, and their heated arguments are a
thing of the past. All that passion is now directed into more satisfying pursuits. But how
long can the honeymoon last? The couple's idyllic life together at Pemberley is
jeopardized by the secrets they begin keeping from each other, the troubles of their
closest friends, and the threat of a villain in their midst. Layers of seemingly innocent
deception are building between Darcy and Elizabeth, threatening their relationship. He is
conducting some covert business dealings that he's unwilling to share with his wife, and
she likewise begins keeping things from him against her own better judgment. The couple
also becomes embroiled in the tribulations of Mr. Darcy's younger sister, Georgiana, and
his friend and cousin, Colonel Fitzwilliam. Fitzwilliam falls victim to their aunt, Lady
Catherine de Bourgh, as the object of her latest scheme to make a noble match for her
daughter. The arrangement satisfies the ambitions of the couple's parents, but appears to
hold little prospect of happiness for Anne and Fitzwilliam, who each harbor other
romantic interests. During this same period, Georgiana runs the gamut of emotions as
she comes of age. Her elation at her birthday ball soon crumbles when she learns the
man she secretly admires is engaged to another. The excitement of a London season and
the attention of two other eligible suitors cannot make her forget her disappointment over
her lost first love. As the story progresses, the menacing shadow of Mr. Darcy's life-long
nemesis looms ever-larger. By carelessness and design, Mr. Wickham and Lydia
painfully intrude into the lives of the Darcys and the Bingleys, with disastrous results.
The Darcys of Pemberley is the tale of two romances: the continuation of Darcy and
Elizabeth's story, and the courtship of Miss Georgiana. For those of us who didn't want
Pride and Prejudice to end, this charming novel gives the opportunity to learn what
happens after the wedding, to revisit all our old friends and foes, and to share the next
chapter of their lives. Ms. Winslow carries on the saga much as Jane Austen herself
might have - true to her style, her sensibilities, and the delightful characters she created.
Gathers a dozen short stories inspired by Jane Austen's best known novel that look at the
plot from other perspectives, explore the first year of Darcy and Elizabeth's marriage,
and find matches for the remaining characters.
Master of Pemberley
The Road to Pemberley
Echoes of Pemberley
North By Northanger, or The Shades of Pemberley
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Matter of Trust
A Pride and Prejudice Variation
The Secrets of PemberleyA Pride and Prejudice VariationCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
A missed meeting between Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy has disastrous
consequences. In this Pride and Prejudice Variation, circumstances prevent
Darcy from meeting Elizabeth at Pemberley. Because of this, he doesn't save
Lydia, and the Bennets' social status plummets. Eight years later, a humbled
Elizabeth returns to Pemberley to find that Mr. Darcy has lost his sight. He
doesn't recognize her, which gives her a second chance to win his
love.Darcy's Secret Garden is a Pride and Prejudice Variation novella based
on Jane Austen's most romantic couple.
To the world, Fitzwilliam Darcy has it all. He's the young master to one of the
kingdom's oldest and wealthiest Norman families. Through his mother, he is
related to a powerful line of earls. Beneath the perfect façade lies the truth:
he's the product of his mother's affair and the heir George Darcy never
wanted. At twenty-eight, Darcy has fought hard to put to rest the pains of the
past and earn his place in Society. But can he resist the allure of ending his
loneliness with the unsuitable woman who has tugged at his heartstrings? Will
he tell her his secret and if he does, will she keep it? Or will someone else
from the past destroy everything Darcy has worked for? Prepare for another
page-gripping read from Rose Fairbanks as she unfolds a Darcy and Elizabeth
story unlike you have ever read before. For the first time ever, Ms. Fairbanks
is offering a new novel release in Kindle Unlimited. Order today!
Mr. Darcy is determined that Elizabeth will know with certainty the depth of
his desire and admiration ... When he unexpectedly discovers Elizabeth
touring his estate he grabs this second chance at romance, determined to
show her... everything.... Elizabeth is nonplussed at Mr. Darcy's changed
behavior. Soon she appreciates how much he has changed along with the
depth of his admiration.... Pemberley's Secret is an 11,000 word historical
romance short story and Pride and Prejudice steamy variation featuring
passionate romance, Pride Prejudice characters, seduction, intimate, second
chance Regency romance, marrying Mr. Darcy, Pride and Prejudice fan fiction
short and steamy book.
The Secrets of Darcy and Elizabeth
Bound by Mr. Darcy
A Steamy Pride and Prejudice Variation (Sensual Intimate Pride and Prejudice
Variations at Pemberley)
Mr. Darcy's Secret
A Steamy Pride and Prejudice Variation
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